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Abstract
Karp and Zhang developed a general randomized parallel algorithm for solving branch and
bound problems. They showed that with high probability their algorithm attained optimal speedup
within a constant factor (for p6 n=(logn)c, where p is the number of processors, n is the
“size” of the problem, and c is a constant). Ranade later simpli5ed the analysis and obtained
a better processor bound. Karp and Zhang’s algorithm works on models of computation where
communication cost is constant. The present paper considers the Branch and Bound problem on
networks where the communication cost is high. Suppose sending a message in a p processor
network takes G = O(logp) time and node expansion (de5ned below) takes unit time (other
operations being free). Then a simple randomized algorithm is presented which is, asymptotically,
nearly optimal for p = O(2log
cn), where c is any constant ¡ 1=3 and n is the number of nodes
in the input tree with cost no greater than the cost of the optimal leaf in the tree. c© 2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Branch and Bound algorithms are frequently used for solving optimization problems.
Because of the importance of several such optimization problems, and the fact that
most of these jobs are computation intensive, it is useful to look at parallelizing such
algorithms.
Karp and Zhang [4] presented a simple randomized optimal algorithm for such prob-
lems. They showed that the algorithm was optimally fast (upto a constant multiplicative
factor) on every problem instance with high probability. Their analysis was later sim-
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pli5ed and improved by Ranade [6]. (Karp and Zhang also improved their original
analysis in the journal version of their paper [5].)
Karp and Zhang (Ranade) assumed a constant time communication between the pro-
cessors (with local memory only). However, in reality networks are not fully connected
and communication cost could go up depending on the number of processors. We con-
sider Branch and Bound on a model in which communication cost depends on the
number of processors. In Section 2 we present the generic Branch and Bound problem
and our model. Section 3 gives a lemma useful in proving our result. Our algorithm
is presented in Section 4. Section 5 gives the analysis of the algorithm.
2. Model
Karp and Zhang model a generic Branch and Bound problem as follows. A tree H
with costs associated with each node is given. The cost function has the property that
if v is the parent of w then Cost(v)¡Cost(w). The goal is to 5nd a least cost leaf.
For simplicity we assume that all costs are diIerent. The input to the algorithm is the
root of H , and the other nodes are generated during execution using a procedure called
node expansion. When this procedure is applied to a node v, it either determines that v
is a leaf, or it generates the children of v along with the associated costs. A node can
be expanded only if it is a root or it has been generated by expanding its parent earlier.
We assume that the degree of nodes of H are bounded by a constant. Speci5cally, we
assume that H is a binary tree, even though our analysis works for any b-ary tree.
In many applications (such as in branch-and-bound algorithm for Travelling Salesman
Problem) the degree of the branch and bound tree can be made constant by replacing
a node with d children by a binary tree with height log d (this increases the height by
a multiplicative factor logarithmic in the maximum degree). Let H˜ denote the subtree
of H formed using nodes with cost no greater than the cost of the minimal cost leaf.
Let n denote the number of nodes in H˜ and h denote the height of H˜ . It is easy to see
that any sequential algorithm for branch and bound must do at least n node expansions,
and that any parallel algorithm must take at least L(n=p + h) steps, where p is the
number of processors used. In a parallel computation model with communication cost
being constant, Karp and Zhang [4] gave an algorithm which achieves the above lower
bound for p ¡ n=(log n)k , for some constant k. Ranade [6] later simpli5ed the analysis
and improved the processor bound to n= log n. Karp and Zhang [5] also improved their
original analysis to get a processor bound of n= log n.
We use the following model of parallel computation (see [1–3] for similar models).
There are p processors numbered from 1 to p. Each processor has local memory
and there is no global memory. There is no global control but the processors operate
synchronously (this is only for the analysis, and not for the algorithm). We assume
that the processors have capability to do independent random coin tosses. Expanding a
node takes one unit of time, sending a message takes G units of time, and receiving a
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message is free. 1 Thus, a message sent by processor Pi to processor Pj at time t will
be received by processor Pj at time t + G and processor Pi is unavailable for doing
any work between time t and t+G. In any message, a processor can transmit at most
one node of the tree H .
In our model, as in the model of Karp and Zhang and that of Ranade, we charge a
processor just for node expansions (1 unit of time) and communication. Everything else
is free. This is based on the assumption that in real applications cost of communication
and node expansion would dominate.
Karp and Zhang’s algorithm (as modi5ed by Ranade) is essentially the algorithm
given below for the case when G=1. Our main result is that for communication time
logarithmic in the number of processors, branch and bound can be implemented in
nearly optimal randomized time, for processor bound of O(2(log n)
c
) (for c¡1=3).
Notation: All logarithms in this paper are base 2. Size of a tree T , denoted Size(T ),
is the number of nodes in T . For a tree or forest F and node v in F , let Sizesub(F; v),
denote the size of the subtree rooted at v in F . Level of node v in tree T is de5ned as
the distance of v from the root of T . Thus level of root is 0. Height of a tree is the
maximum over the level of the nodes of the tree. A node v is an ancestor of node u
in tree T , iI v lies in the unique path from root of T to v. v is a proper ancestor of
u, iI v is an ancestor of u but u = v. A node u is descendant of v, iI v is ancestor of
u. A node u is proper descendant of v, iI v is proper ancestor of u.
3. A useful lemma
In this section we prove a lemma which is useful in bounding the size of trees
obtained in the analysis of our algorithm.
For a tree T , let FGT denote a forest obtained when each edge of T is retained with
probability 1 − 1=G. Let PGT (w) denote the probability that the tree in FGT containing
the root of T has size more than w.
In this section we will be proving a lemma (Lemma 8 below) which gives a rea-
sonable upper bound on PGT (w), for binary trees T and certain values of w.
Before giving the lemma for general binary trees, we will 5rst consider “balanced”
trees (which may be non-binary).
Denition 1. A tree T is said to be r-balanced iI for any node v in the tree
(i) for all children u of v, Sizesub(T; u)62Sizesub(T; v)=r − 1;
(ii) there are at most two children u of v with Sizesub(T; u)¡Sizesub(T; v)=r.
1 Anonymous referee pointed out that the model considered in this paper is known as Telephone model
in the literature. Our algorithm and analysis can be easily modi5ed to work for the case when receiving
a message costs G units of time, as long as simultaneous multiple receives are allowed or when received
messages are queued in the input buIer according to a priority based on the cost of the nodes. To keep the
presentation simple we do not consider such variants in this paper. At present we do not know what other
models (for receives) our algorithm=analysis can be made to work.
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Thus almost all children of any node in a balanced tree have nearly same size. For a
r-balanced tree T , let us color any non-root node u red, if
Sizesub(T; u)¡Sizesub(T; parent(u))=r. Other nodes (including the root) are colored
blue.
The following proposition gives some properties of r-balanced trees.
Proposition 2. Suppose r¿5. Suppose T is an r-balanced tree. In the following; ref-
erence to children; parent and level of a node refers to tree T . Suppose Size(T ) = l.
Suppose v is a node in T and Sizesub(T; v) = s.
(a) Each node in T has at most two children with red color; and at most r children
of blue color.
(b) For any red colored child u of v; Sizesub(T; u)6s=r−1¡sr . For any blue colored
child u of v; s=r6Sizesub(T; u)62s=r − 161 + (2s=r).
(c) Sizesub(T; u)6Sizesub(T; v)=2; for any child u of v.
(d) The height of the tree T is 6 log l.
(e)
∑
{u | u is red colored child of v} Sizesub(T; u)62s=r.
(f) The total number of nodes which have a red colored ancestor is at most
2l(log l)=r.
Proof. (a), (b) follow from the de5nition of balanced tree and red=blue nodes.
(c) By part (b), for any child u of v in T , Sizesub(T; u)62Sizesub(T; v)=r − 16
Sizesub(T; v)=2 (note that Sizesub(T; v) must be at least 2, for v to have a child in T ).
(d) Follows from part (c).
(e) Follows using part (a) and (b).
(f) It follows from part (e) that, for each level i in T ,∑
{u|u is red colored and at level i} Sizesub(T; u)62l=r. Since by part (d), the height of the
tree T is at most log l, part (f) follows. .
Lemma 3. Suppose T is an r-balanced tree. Suppose v is a node in T and Sizesub
(T; v) = s.
(a) min {r=3; s− 1}6 number of children of v in T6r + 2.
(b) Suppose v has k blue children in T . Then; for any blue child u of v in T;
Sizesub(T; u)¿(Sizesub(T; v)− 1)=(2k + 1).
Proof. (a) The upper bound on the number of children follows from Proposition 2(a).
Since the size of subtree rooted at any child of v in T is at most 2s=r−1, the degree
of v is at least (s − 1)=(2s=r − 1). For r¿s; (s − 1)=(2s=r − 1) = s − 1; and for
r ¡ s, (s− 1)=(2s=r − 1)¿(s− 1)=(2((s− 1)=r + 1)− 1)¿r=3.
(b) Fix any blue child u of v. Note that for any blue child u′ of v, Sizesub(T; u′)6
2 Sizesub(T; u) (by Proposition 2(b)). Also, for any red child u′ of v;Sizesub(T; u′)6
Sizesub(T; u). Let Sb = {u′ | u′ is a blue child of v}, and Sr = {u′ | u′ is a red child
of v}. Now, Sizesub(T; v) = 1 +∑u′∈Sb−{u}[Sizesub(T; u′)] + Sizesub(T; u) +∑u′∈Sr
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[Sizesub(T; u′)]61+
∑
u′∈Sb−{u}[2 Sizesub(T; u)]+Sizesub(T; u)+
∑
u′∈Sr [Sizesub(T; u)]
61 + (2k + 1)Sizesub(T; u). Part (b) follows.
Now consider a forest FGT formed by keeping each edge of a r-balanced tree T with
probability 1− 1=G. Let the color of any node in FGT be same as its color in T .
Lemma 4. Suppose r¿30. Suppose T is an r-balanced tree of size l; and G log2 n6r
6l6n. Then; for some positive constant c′1
(a) The probability that there exists a node v in T; with Sizesub(T; v)¿r; such that
at most 1=(1:5G) fraction of v′s blue colored children in T are not its children
in FGT is bounded by l ∗ n−c
′
1 log n;
(b) With probability at least 1− l ∗ n−c′1 log n; for any node v in T with Sizesub(T; v)
¿r;
∑
{u∈Sv} Sizesub(T; u)¿Sizesub(T; v)=(4G); where Sv= {u | u is a blue colored
child of v in T but is not a child of v in FGT }.
(c) With probability at least 1−l∗n−c′1 log n; the number of nodes; with no red ancestor;
in the tree of FGT containing the root is bounded by l=r + 2le
−(log l)=(8G log r).
Proof. (a) Consider any node v in T such that Sizesub(T; v)¿r. Suppose v has k blue
children. Note that the total number of children of v is at least r=3, at most two of
which are red (by Lemma 3(a) and Proposition 2(a)). Thus, k¿r=3−2. The probability
that any blue child of v in T is not its child in FGT is 1=G. Thus, by ChernoI bounds,
for some positive constant c′′1 , the probability that at most 1=(1:5G) of v’s blue colored
children are not its children in FGT is bounded by 2
−c′′1 (r=3−2)=G62−c
′
1r=G62−c
′
1 log
2 n=
n−c
′
1 log n, for some positive constant c′1. Part (a) now follows since there are at most l
nodes v in T with Sizesub(T; v)¿r.
(b) By part (a), with probability at least 1− l ∗ n−c′1 log n, for any node v in T with
Sizesub(T; v)¿r, at least 1=(1:5G) fraction of v’s blue colored children in T are not
its children in FGT .
Suppose the above holds. Consider a node v with k blue children in T , and satisfying
Sizesub(T; v)¿r. Let Sv= {u | u is blue colored child of v in T but is not a child of v
in FGT }.
∑
{u∈Sv}
Sizesub(T; u)¿
∑
{u∈Sv}
Sizesub(T; v)− 1
2k + 1
(by Lemma 3(b))
¿
k
1:5G
∗ Sizesub(T; v)− 1
2k + 1
¿
Sizesub(T; v)
4G
:
(Note that Sizesub(T; v)¿r¿30 and k¿r=3− 2¿8:)
(c) Assume, without loss of generality, that l¿r4 (otherwise part (c) trivially holds,
since 2le−(log l)=(8G log r) would be ¿l). Note that any blue node, which has no red
ancestor and is at level 6(log l)=(2 log r), satis5es Sizesub(T; u)¿l(1=r)(log l)=2(log r) =
r(log l)=(2 log r)¿r.
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Let the tree in FGT , which contains the root of T , be called Troot. Thus, (using part
(b)) with probability at least 1− l ∗ n−c′1 log n, we have that the number of blue nodes
(in Troot) which have no red ancestor and are at level ¿(log l)=(2 log r) in Troot is
bounded by
l
(
1− 1
4G
)(log l)=(2 log r)
6l
(
1− 1
4G
)(4G)(log l)=(8G log r)
6le−(log l)=(8G log r)62le−(log l)=(8G log r):
On the other hand, since any node in T has at most r blue children, the num-
ber of nodes at level 6(log l)=(2 log r) in T , with no red ancestor, is bounded by
r1+(log l)=(2 log r)6l=r. Part (c) follows.
Corollary 5. Suppose r¿30. Suppose T is an r-balanced tree of size l and G log2 n
6r6l6n. Let B(l; r)= min(l; (3l log l)=r+2l∗ e−(log l)=(8G log r)). Then; PGT (B(l; r))6
n−c1 log n for some positive constant c1.
Proof. Suppose v is the root of T . Then by Lemma 4(c) and Proposition 2(f) we have
that, for large enough n, with probability at least 1 − l ∗ n−c′1 log n¿1 − n−c1 log n for
some positive constant c1,
Sizesub(FGT ; v)6min
(
l;
2l log l
r
+
l
r
+ 2l ∗ e−(log l)=(8G log r)
)
6B(l; r)
Corollary follows.
We will now show that for any binary tree T , one can transform it to a (possibly
non-binary) r-balanced tree T ′, such that PGT (w)6P
G
T ′(w), for all w. This would allow
us to use the bound in Corollary 5 for all binary trees.
First, it is easy to see the following proposition.
Proposition 6. For any tree T1; if v1 is a proper ancestor of v2 in T1 and T ′′1 is
obtained from T1 by deleting the edge from parent(v2) to v2 and adding v2 as a child
of v1; then for all w; PGT1 (w)6P
G
T ′′1
(w).
Now, suppose T1 is a tree such that subtree rooted at node v of T1 is binary. Then,
the following procedure, Balance(r; T1; v) “balances” the node v of tree T1.
Balance(r; T1; v)
(Here v is a node of tree T1.)
Let s be the size of the subtree rooted at v.
Initialize T∗1 =T1.
While there exists a proper descendant u of v such that
(i) u is not a child of v, and
(ii) Sizesub(T∗1 ; u)¿s=r and Sizesub(T∗1 ; u′)¡s=r for
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each child u′ of u.
Pick one such u.
In tree T∗1 delete the edge from parent(u) to u and add u as
child of v.
Endwhile
Return T∗1 .
End
The following proposition shows that the above procedure makes node v
“r-balanced”.
Proposition 7. Suppose T1 is a tree; v is a node in T1 such that the subtree rooted at
v is binary. Suppose Sizesub(T1; v)= s. Then; for the tree T∗1 obtained by executing
Balance(r; T1; v); the following hold
(a) Sizesub(T∗1 ; u)62s=r − 1; for any child u of v (in T∗1 ).
(b) For all but at most two children u of v (in T∗1 ); Sizesub(T∗1 ; u)¿s=r.
(c) For each w; PGT1 (w)6P
G
T∗1 (w).
(d) Subtrees rooted at each child of v is binary.
Proof. (a) Note that Sizesub(T∗1 ; u′) is less than s=r for any grandchild u′ of v in T∗1 .
Thus Sizesub(T∗1 ; u)61 + 2(s=r − 1), for any child u of v in T∗1 .
(b) For any new child u of v in T∗1 (i.e. u not a child of v in T1) Sizesub(T∗1 ; u)¿s=r.
(b) follows since v has at most 2 children in T1.
(c) Follows using proposition 6.
(d) Follows from construction, since the procedure Balance(r; T1; v), does not in-
crease the number of children of any proper descendant of v.
Thus, the procedure Balance(r; T1; v) nearly balances the node v of T1. Transform a
binary tree T to T ′ by repeatedly using Balance(r; ·; ·), for balancing all the nodes of
T , where a parent is balanced before its child (for example, by balancing in the dfs
order of nodes in T ). It is now easy to verify using Proposition 7 that T ′ is r-balanced,
and for each w, PGT (w)6P
G
T ′(w).
It immediately follows using Lemma 4 that
Lemma 8. Suppose a binary tree T is given with l6n nodes. Suppose r is given
such that G log2 n6r6l. Let B(l; r)= min(l; (3l log l)=r+2l ∗ e−(log l)=(8G log r)). Then
PGT (B(l; r))6n
−c1 log n for some positive constant c1; and large enough n.
4. Branch and bound procedure
We now present our algorithm for branch and bound when communication costs
are high. The following algorithm is a local best 5rst algorithm with a bias towards
children remaining in the processor where their parents are expanded. Initially, root
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is present at processor 1. Each processor maintains two data structures: (1) a local
priority queue of unexpanded nodes, and (2) a bound LCLD on the least cost leaf
discovered. Each processor executes the following algorithm.
BandB1
Let LCLD=∞.
Repeat
1. Node Expansion Phase
Repeatedly execute the following loop for a total time
usage2 of G logp steps (if one of the last G steps
involves transmission of a node, then complete that
transmission before going to step 2).
begin Loop
1.1 Expand the least cost unexpanded node, v, in the local
queue.
1.2 If v is a leaf then let LCLD= min(LCLD;Cost(v)).
1.3 Otherwise, for each child w of v:
1.3.1 With probability 1=G, transmit w to a random
processor.
1.3.2 With probability 1− 1=G, add w to the local queue.
1.4 Update the local queue with any arrivals from outside.
end Loop
2. Termination Detection Phase
Find the minimum, m, of LCLD on all the processors and
update LCLD to m.
Halt if no processor has any unexpanded node with cost
less than m.
forever
end
Note that the termination detection phase can be executed in O(G logp) steps. Thus,
from now on we assume that the processors do not execute the Termination Detection
Phase but automatically know when to stop. This would only aIect the run time by
a constant multiplicative factor and an additive factor of O(G logp). Note that no
processor expands any node in H −H˜ , if it has some node in H˜ left to expand. Thus,
only the expansion of nodes in H˜ (and corresponding possible transmission of children
of nodes in H˜) can aIect the performance of the algorithm. Let Hˆ denote H˜ plus the
children of the leaves of H˜ . Based on the above discussion, for the analysis below we
may assume without loss of generality that H = Hˆ . Note that the size of Hˆ is at most
3 times the size of H˜ , and height of Hˆ is at most one more than the height of H˜ .
2 Note that node expansion takes unit time step, node transmission takes G time steps, and other
operations do not take any time.
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From now on, we let n denote the number of nodes in Hˆ and h denote the height
of Hˆ (though earlier in the paper we based n and h on the size and height of H˜ , the
modi5cation only eIects the time bounds by a constant multiplicative factor).
Furthermore, for ease of giving the analysis we assume that the randomness in
step 1.3 of BandB1, is shifted to the beginning of the algorithm. That is, before the start
of the algorithm, for every node v (except the root) in H , v is ticked with probability
1=G. In the step corresponding to step 1.3, a node v is randomly transmitted to another
processor, iI v is ticked. This clearly does not change the probabilistic time bounds on
the runtime of the algorithm above. The following describes the modi5ed algorithm.
BandB2
Each node (except the root) in H is ticked with probability 1=G.
Repeat
Expand the least cost node, v, in the local queue.
If any of v’s children is ticked, then transmit it
to a random processor. Unticked children are
retained in the local queue.
Update the local queue with any arrivals.
forever
end
We dropped the reference to LCLD since it is used only for detection of termination.
As discussed above, we assume that the algorithm automatically stops once the least
cost leaf is discovered.
It is easy to see that the running time of the above procedure has same proba-
bilistic time bounds (except for constant multiplicative factor, and additive factor of
O(G logp)) as the procedure BandB1. We prove the following theorem about the run
time of BandB2 in the next section.
Theorem 9. Suppose Hˆ has n nodes; and height of Hˆ is h. Let p be the number
of processors (we assume p¡n1=12) and G be the communication cost as described
above. Suppose r and q are such that
(a) q¡n1=12;
(b) r¿max(Gp log q; G log2 n); and
(c) log q¿8G log r log(Gp);
then the algorithm BandB2 completes execution in time O(hq2+n=p) with probability
¿1− n−c0 log n; for some positive constant c0.
Corollary 10. Suppose p=2log
c n; where c¡1=3 and G= b logp. Then the algorithm
for branch and bound given above completes the execution in time O(hq2 +n=p) with
probability ¿1 − n−c0 log n; for some positive constant c0; where q=O(n); for any
constant ¿0.
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Proof. Let r=Gp log2 n and q=28G log r log(Gp) + 1. Note that q628G log(p
2 log2 n) log(Gp)
+162c
′ log3 p6n, for some positive constant c′, any ¿0, and large enough n. Corol-
lary now follows from Theorem 9.
Thus for communication time logarithmic in the number of processors, branch and
bound can be implemented in nearly optimal time, for p¡2log
c n, c¡1=3. (The “nearly”
in the previous statement is due to the multiplicative factor of q2 in h. As long as h
is smaller than n=(pq2), the algorithm is optimal. For example, if h is not more that
n1−, for some positive constant , the algorithm is optimal.)
5. Analysis of the algorithm: Proof of Theorem 9
For a given H (Hˆ), where Hˆ has n nodes and is of height h, 5x p, G, r and q as
in Theorem 9. In this section we will show the bound on execution time of BandB2
as claimed in the theorem.
Let Hˆ0; Hˆ1; Hˆ2; : : : denote a 5xed disjoint partition of Hˆ into subtrees, such that the
subtrees are of size between q and 2q, except possibly for one subtree which is of size
¡q. Note that the number of Hˆi’s is at most 1 + n=q.
Consider a forest F formed from Hˆ by deleting the edge (parent(v); v) for each
ticked node v in Hˆ . For use in analysis, we place G marks on parent(v) for each such
deleted edge (parent(v); v). This would represent the extra work done when expanding
parent(v). A node with marks placed on it is sometimes refered to as marked node.
Note that there is one-to-one correspondence between ticked nodes and the roots of
trees in F . In the following lemma we claim that F satis5es certain properties with
high probability. B(l; r) is as de5ned in Lemma 8.
Lemma 11. For large enough n; with probability at least 1 − n−c2 log n ( for some
positive constant c2); the following hold:
(a) For all i; the intersection of any tree in F with Hˆi has at most B(2q; r) nodes.
(b) For all i; the number of marks placed on nodes in Hˆi is at most 8q.
(c) The sum of sizes of trees in F which are not subtrees of some Hˆi is at most
2B(2q; r) ∗ (1 + n=q):
Proof. For a 5xed i:
By Lemma 8, for any particular node v in Hˆi, probability that Sizesub(Hˆi ∩ F; v)¿
B(2q; r), is at most n−c1 log n. Since there are a total of at most n nodes in Hˆi, the
probability that for some v in Hˆi, Sizesub(Hˆi ∩ F; v)¿B(2q; r), is at most n ∗ n−c1 log n.
The total number of children of nodes in Hˆi is at most 2 ∗ 2q. The probability that
the number of marks in Hˆi¿8q is the probability that at least 8q=G children (in Hˆ) of
the nodes in Hˆi are ticked. Thus, by ChernoI bounds, the probability of this happening
is at most 2−c
′
2q=G62−c
′
2 log
2 n= n−c
′
2 log n, for some positive constant c′2.
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Thus, the probability that for some i, (a) or (b) fails to hold is bounded by n ∗ (n ∗
n−c1 log n + n−c
′
2 log n)6n−c2 log n, for some positive constant c2 and large enough n.
For (c) note that a tree in F which is not a subtree of any Hˆi must contain an edge
connecting two distinct Hˆi’s in Hˆ . Since there are at most 1 + n=q edges connecting
diIerent Hˆ is, whenever (a) holds, the sum of sizes of trees in F which are not subtrees
of some Hˆi is bounded by 2B(2q; r)∗(1+n=q) (since each edge connecting two diIerent
Hˆi’s could give rise to subtrees of size at most B(2q; r) on the two Hˆi’s it connects).
Lemma follows.
We say that F formed from Hˆ is good iI it satis5es (a)–(c) in Lemma 11. Thus,
F is good with probability at least 1− n−c2 log n, for large enough n.
For S, a tree in F , let weight of S =Size(S)+ the number of marks on nodes
in S. Weight of S thus represents the total work done by the processor expanding
nodes in S (and possibly transmitting their children).
If a tree S in F is a subtree of some Hˆ j, then we say that S is of type A; otherwise
we say that S is of type B. Let ni denote the number of trees in F of type A and
weight i.
Proposition 12. Suppose F is good. Then;
(a) Each tree of type A has weight at most 10q.
(b) Total number of nodes in trees of type B is bounded by 2(1 + n=q) ∗ B(2q; r).
Thus total weight of trees of type B is bounded by 2(1+n=q)∗B(2q; r)∗ (2G+1).
(c)
∑
i [i ∗ ni]6(2q+ 8q)(1 + n=q)620n.
(a) and (c) in the above proposition follow from Lemma 11(b). (b) follows from
Lemma 11(c).
Lemma 13. Suppose F is good. Fix a node v of H˜ . Then; the algorithm BandB2
expands v within time c4(hq2+n=p) with probability ¿1−n−c3 log n; for some positive
constants c3 and c4.
Proof. We call ancestors of v (in Hˆ) special nodes and the trees in F which contain
any ancestor of v as special trees. Clearly, at any particular time instant, at most one
processor has a special node in its local queue. We refer to such a processor as the
special processor (for that time instant).
Note that the total time taken before v is expanded consists of
T1: time taken to expand v and its ancestors and possibly transmit their children,
and
T2: delay encountered by the ancestors of v due to special processor expanding a
non-special node (of lower cost) and subsequent possible transmission of its children.
Time delays in (T2) can be caused by one of the following:
T2.1: Special processor expands a node (or transmits a child of a marked node)
from a tree of type B.
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T2.2: Special processor expands a node (or transmits a child of a marked node) in
a special tree (of Type A) of F .
T2.3: (post-delay) Special processor expands a node in a non-special tree S of type A
(or transmits a child of a marked node in S), such that the root of S arrived at the
special processor after the root of the tree (in F) containing the special node.
T2.4: (pre-delay) Special processor expands a node in a non-special tree S of type A
(or transmits a child of a marked node in S), such that the root of S arrived at the
special processor before the root of the tree containing the special node.
The above division of delays in groups is similar in spirit to the division in [4]. In
the following subsections, assuming that F is good, we will show that
(i) time taken due to T1 is bounded by h ∗ (2G + 1);
(ii) time taken due to T2.1 is bounded by 2(n=q+ 1) ∗ B(2q; r) ∗ (2G + 1);
(iii) time taken due to T2.2 is bounded by h ∗ B(2q; r) ∗ (2G + 1);
(iv) time taken due to T2.3 is bounded by 40n=p+100n1=4q2, with probability at least
1− nc′′5 log n, for some positive constant c′′5 .
(v) Time taken due to T2.4 is bounded by a[(n1=4 + h)(100q2) + 20n=p], with proba-
bility at least 1− n−c6 log n, for some positive constants a and c6.
Using the above bounds on T1, T2.1–T2.4, we have that:
With probability at least 1 − nc7 log n, for some positive constant c7, the total time
taken before v is expanded is bounded by
h ∗ (2G + 1) + 2(2G + 1) ∗ (n=q+ 1) ∗ B(2q; r)
+h ∗ B(2q; r) ∗ (2G + 1) +
[
40n
p
+ 100n1=4q2
]
+a
[
(n1=4 + h)(100q2) +
20n
p
]
;
63hG + 6GnB(2q; r)=q+ 3hGB(2q; r) + 40n=p+ 100n1=4q2
+100an1=4q2 + 100ahq2 + 20an=p
6O((n=q)B(2q; r)G + hq2 + n1=4q2 + n=p);
(Note that G6q and B(2q; r)62q)
=O
(
(nG=q)
[
2q log q
r
+ 2qe−(log q)=(8G log r)
]
+ hq2 + n1=4q2 + n=p
)
;
=O
(
nG log q
r
+ nGe−(log q)=(8G log r) + hq2 + n1=4q2 + n=p
)
=O(hq2 + n=p);
(since q; p¡n1=12; r¿Gp log q; and log q¿8G log r log(Gp)):
This proves Lemma 13. We now proceed to show the above bounds on T1,
T2.1–T2.4.
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Time taken due to T1: Since there are at most h special nodes, each having at
most 2 children which may be transmitted, the time taken due to T1 is bounded by
h ∗ (2G + 1).
Time taken due to T2.1: Since there are at most 2(1+n=q)∗B(2q; r)) nodes in trees
of type B, the total time taken due to T2.1 is bounded by 2(n=q+1)∗B(2q; r)∗(2G+1).
Time taken due to T2.2: Since there are at most h special trees, and each tree of
type A has size at most B(2q; r), time taken due to T2.2 is bounded by h ∗ B(2q; r) ∗
(2G + 1).
Time taken due to T2.3: For any tree of type A to cause a post-delay, the root of
the tree must be sent to the special processor. Probability of this happening is 1=p.
If ni¿n1=4, then, using ChernoI bounds, the probability that the total amount of
post-delay due to nodes in trees of type A and weight i is greater than (2ni=p)i, is
bounded by 2−c
′
5ni=p62−c
′
5n
1=4=p, for some positive constant c′5. On the other hand, if
ni¡n1=4, then the total amount of post-delays due to nodes from trees of type A and
weight i is clearly 6n1=4 ∗ i.
Thus, if p¡n1=5, then with probability at least 1 − n−c′′5 log n (for some positive
constant c′′5 ), total amount of post-delay is bounded by
∑
i[2 ∗ i ∗ ni=p] +
∑
i[n
1=4 ∗
i]640n=p+ n1=4 ∗ (10q)(10q+1)=2 (since ∑i i ∗ ni620n and maximum value of i, the
weight of a tree of type A, is bounded by 10q).
Thus, time taken by T2.3 is bounded by 40n=p+100n1=4q2, with probability at least
1− nc′′5 log n, for some positive constant c′′5 .
Time taken due to T2.4: We now consider pre-delays. To model the pre-delays we
consider the following queuing problem. In this problem the goal of the adversary is
to get a high payoI with signi5cant probability.
There are k groups of customers, X1; X2; : : : ; Xk . Some groups of customers are of type
A and some are of type B. Number of customers in any group of type A is bounded
by 10q. Number of groups of customers of type A having i customers is ni. Total
number of customers in groups of type B is bounded by 2(2G + 1)(1 + n=q)B(2q; r).
Also
∑
i ni ∗ i620n. Some groups contain special customers (such groups are called
special). Total number of special customers in all the groups is bounded by h. X1 is a
special group.
At the start of the queuing process, group X1 is assigned to processor 1. The queuing
process alternates between sequences of arrival and service phases. At each service
phase, one of the customers (if present) in each queue is serviced. In an arrival phase,
a group of customers arrives. Each such group is assigned to a random processor
(by assigning a group to a processor, we mean assigning all members of the group to
the processor). A special group can arrive only if no special customers are present at
any processor. The choice of arrival=service phase and the group at any arrival phase
depends only on the the random choices (of processor assignment) made earlier in the
queuing process. Note that at any step at most one processor has a special customer.
Let the processor having a special customer be called special processor.
Payo8: The payoI (to adversary) for service phases is computed as follows. If the
special processor (if any) in the service phase serves a customer from a group, Xi,
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such that
Xi is of type A,
Xi is not a special group, and
Xi arrived before the special customers,
then the payoI is 1 unit. Otherwise there is no payoI.
It is easy to see that the following holds.
Proposition 14. There exists an adversarial strategy so that the probability of the
adversary getting a payo8 of ¿x; in the above queuing model, is at least as much
as the probability of pre-delays (time taken due to T2:4) being ¿x.
Further, we may assume, without loss of generality, that any group contains at most
1 special customer (we can consider the last special customer served in any special
group to be the special customer of that group). Also, without loss of generality, we
can assume that the special groups consist only of one customer which is a special
customer.
The goal of the adversary is to maximize the chances that the payoI in the above pro-
cess exceeds a[(n1=4 + h)(100q2) + 20n=p] (where a is a constant given by
Lemma 16 below).
A destination sequence, d1; d2; : : : ; dk , is a sequence of numbers, each from the set
{1; : : : ; p}. We interpret di as the processor to which the ith arrival in the above process
goes. Clearly, each sequence of random choice in the above process has an associated
unique destination sequence.
The following proposition can be proved essentially along the lines of
Proposition 7 in Chapter 5 of [7].
Proposition 15. The following strategy maximizes the payo8 for the adversary for
any :xed destination sequence.
1. Schedule no arrivals while a special customer is present.
2. Always serve other customers before a special customer.
3. Schedule no service phases, if there is no special customer present.
We omit the proof of above proposition which is essentially the same as given in
[7].
We can thus assume without loss of generality that the adversary follows the strategy
as in Proposition 15. Before proceeding with the proof, we 5rst state a special case of
the above queuing process which was analyzed by Karp and Zhang.
Lemma 16 (Zhang [7]). Suppose there are 6h groups containing one special cus-
tomer each and j groups (of type A) containing one non-special customer each. Then
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the probability that the payo8 to the adversary is greater than a( j=p+h) is bounded
by 2−j
c′
; for some positive constants a and c′; if p¡j1=3.
We assume without loss of generality that constant a above is ¿1. We now modify
the process in favour of adversary as follows.
1. If at the special processor a customer from a group of type B or a special customer
is being served, then no service takes place at the other processors.
2. If, at the special processor, a non-special customer from a group of type A with
i customers, is being served then only a customer from a group of type A with i
customers, if present, is served at any other processor.
Lemma 17. Fix i. Suppose p¡n1=12. Then, for large enough n; probability that the
adversary gets a payo8 of at least a(max (i ∗ n1=4; i(ni=p+ h))); (where a is the con-
stant as in Lemma 16) due to service phases in which the special processor serves a
customer from a non-special group of type A with i customers; is bounded by n−c6 log n;
for some positive constant c6.
Proof. If ni¡n1=4 then clearly the bound holds. So assume ni¿n1=4.
To prove the bound in the lemma, we assume (as an advantage to the adversary)
that the goal of the adversary is to maximize the probability that the payoI due to
service phases in which the special processor serves a customer from a group of type
A with i customers, is at least a(max i ∗ n1=4; i(ni=p+ h)). As an added advantage to
the adversary (just for proving the bound for this 5xed i) we allow the adversary to
choose the destination for every group except the special groups and the groups of
type A with i customers. Clearly, in this situation, all groups of customers, except the
special groups and the groups of type A with i customers, can be ignored.
We are thus left with the following groups of customers:
(a) ni groups of i customers each.
(b) 6h special customers.
Now it follows from Lemma 16 that the payoI to the adversary due to service phases
in which a special customer from a group of type A, with i customers, is served is
bounded by a(max i ∗ n1=4; i(ni=p+ h)), with probability at least 1−2−nc
′ =4
¿1−n−c6 log n,
for some positive constant c6 and large enough n. (Lemma 17)
Thus, by Lemma 17, the probability that the adversary gets a payoI of more than∑
i[amax i ∗ n1=4; i(ni=p+ h)]) is bounded by n ∗ n−c6 log n for some positive constant
c6, for large enough n. Note that
∑
i[amax (i ∗ n1=4; i(ni=p+ h))])6a[(n1=4 + h)
∑
i i+∑
i ini=p]6a[(n
1=4 + h)(10q)(10q+ 1)=2 + 20n=p]6a[(n1=4 + h)(100q2) + 20n=p].
Thus, by Proposition 14, time taken for T2.4 is bounded by a[(n1=4 + h)(100q2) +
20n=p], with probability at least 1− n−c6 log n, for some positive constant c6.
This completes the proof of Lemma 13.
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5.1. Proof of Theorem 9
From Lemmas 11 and 13 it follows that, the probability that some node of H˜ is not
expanded within time c4(hq2 + n=p) is bounded by n ∗ n−c3 log n + n−c2 log n6n−c0 log n,
for some positive constant c0 and large enough n. Theorem 9 follows.
6. Lower bound on the runtime of our branch and bound procedure
Consider a tree such that H˜ is a complete balanced binary tree. Then the expected
number of nodes which are expanded by processor 1 (which starts with the root) is at
least n(1− 1=G)log n. Thus with signi5cant probability (¿1=(Gn)), processor 1 does at
least (n=2)(1− 1=G)log n node expansions (since the maximum work for any processor
is bounded by nG). Thus for G = logp, the algorithm can be optimal (with probability
¿1− 1=(Gn)) only for p¡2O((log n)1=2).
7. Conclusion
In this paper we gave a simple parallel algorithm (which is a modi5ed version of
an algorithm given by Karp and Zhang) for Branch and Bound problems. We showed
that this algorithm performs nearly optimally for a modest number of processors, in a
model where communication costs are high. It is easy to formulate several variants of
the algorithm by allowing the probability bias to be dependent on the size of the local
queue. However all such variants, though seemingly better, are very hard to analyze.
Our analysis is built upon the methods developed by Karp and Zhang. We could
not use the simpli5cation of Ranade, since Ranade’s analysis crucially depended on
symmetry of distribution of diIerent nodes to diIerent processors. It will be interesting
to see if the techniques used here can be combined with Ranade’s methods to simplify
the analysis.
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